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The U.S. House of Representatives recently passed HR 1955 titled the
lib
anti-war Violent Radicalization and Homegrown Terrorism Prevention Act of 2007.
This bill is one of the most blatant attacks against the Constitution yet and
arts +
actually defines thought crimes as homegrown terrorism. If passed into
action
drug war law, it will also establish a commission and a Center of Excellence to study
education and defeat so called thought criminals. Unlike previous anti-terror
legislation, this bill specifically targets the civilian population of the United
en
States and uses vague language to define homegrown terrorism.
español
Amazingly, 404 of our elected representatives from both the Democrat
environment
and Republican parties voted in favor of this bill. There is little doubt that
global
justice
this bill is specifically targeting the growing patriot community that is
government
demanding the restoration of the Constitution. First let’s take a look at the
definitions of violent radicalization and homegrown terrorism as defined in
health/housing
immigrant Section 899A of the bill.
media
The definition of violent radicalization uses vague language to define this
labor
term of promoting any belief system that the government considers to be
lgbti /
an extremist agenda. Since the bill doesn’t specifically define what an
queer

extremist belief system is, it is entirely up to the interpretation of the
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extremist belief system is, it is entirely up to the interpretation of the
government. Considering how much the government has done to destroy
the Constitution they could even define Ron Paul supporters as promoting
an extremist belief system. Literally, the government according to this
definition can define whatever they want as an extremist belief system.
International
Essentially they have defined violent radicalization as thought crime. The
americas definition as defined in the bill is shown below.
police
state
racial
justice
womyn

haiti
(2) VIOLENT RADICALIZATION- The term violent radicalization’ means the
iraq
palestine process of adopting or promoting an extremist belief system for the
afghanistanpurpose of facilitating ideologically based violence to advance political,
religious, or social change.
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The definition of homegrown terrorism uses equally vague language to
further define thought crime. The bill includes the planned use of force or
violence as homegrown terrorism which could be interpreted as thinking
about using force or violence. Not only that but the definition is so vaguely
defined, that petty crimes could even fall into the category of homegrown
terrorism. The definition as defined in the bill is shown below.

(3) HOMEGROWN TERRORISM- The term homegrown terrorism’ means
Search the use, planned use, or threatened use, of force or violence by a group or
Donate individual born, raised, or based and operating primarily within the United
States or any possession of the United States to intimidate or coerce the
Help
United States government, the civilian population of the United States, or
support
grassroots any segment thereof, in furtherance of political or social objectives.
independent
media.

Section 899B of the bill goes over the findings of Congress as it pertains
to homegrown terrorism. Particularly alarming is that the bill mentions the
$70.00
Internet as a main source for terrorist propaganda. The bill even mentions
donated in
streams in obvious reference to many of the patriot and pro-constitution
past
month
Internet radio networks that have been formed. It also mentions that
homegrown terrorists span all ages and races indicating that the Congress
IMC
Network is stating that everyone is a potential terrorist. Even worse is that
indymedia.org
Congress states in their findings that they should look at draconian police
states like Canada, Australia and the United Kingdom as models to defeat
africa
homegrown terrorists. Literally, these findings of Congress fall right in line
ambazonia
with the growing patriot community.
canarias
estrecho /
madiaq
nigeria

The biggest joke of all is that this section also says that any measure to
prevent violent radicalization and homegrown terrorism should not violate
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prevent violent radicalization and homegrown terrorism should not violate
the constitutional rights of citizens. However, the definition of violent
radicalization and homegrown terrorism as they are defined in section
canada
899A are themselves unconstitutional. The Constitution does not allow the
hamilton
maritimes government to arrest people for thought crimes, so any promises not to
montreal violate the constitutional rights of citizens are already broken by their own
ontario
definitions.
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bay
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SEC. 899B. FINDINGS.
The Congress finds the following:

(1) The development and implementation of methods and processes that
can be utilized to prevent violent radicalization, homegrown terrorism, and
east asia
ideologically based violence in the United States is critical to combating
burma
jakarta
domestic terrorism.
japan
manila
qc

europe
alacant
andorra
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(2) The promotion of violent radicalization, homegrown terrorism, and
ideologically based violence exists in the United States and poses a threat
to homeland security.
(3) The Internet has aided in facilitating violent radicalization, ideologically
based violence, and the homegrown terrorism process in the United States
by providing access to broad and constant streams of terrorist-related
propaganda to United States citizens.
(4) While the United States must continue its vigilant efforts to combat
international terrorism, it must also strengthen efforts to combat the
threat posed by homegrown terrorists based and operating within the
United States.
(5) Understanding the motivational factors that lead to violent
radicalization, homegrown terrorism, and ideologically based violence is a
vital step toward eradicating these threats in the United States.
(6) The potential rise of self radicalized, unaffiliated terrorists domestically
cannot be easily prevented through traditional Federal intelligence or law
enforcement efforts, and requires the incorporation of State and local
solutions.
(7) Individuals prone to violent radicalization, homegrown terrorism, and
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la plana
liege
(7) Individuals prone to violent radicalization, homegrown terrorism, and
lille
ideologically based violence span all races, ethnicities, and religious
madrid
beliefs, and individuals should not be targeted based solely on race,
malta
marseille ethnicity, or religion.
nantes
netherlands
(8) Any measure taken to prevent violent radicalization, homegrown
nice
terrorism, and ideologically based violence and homegrown terrorism in
norway
oostthe United States should not violate the constitutional rights, civil rights
vlaanderen
and civil liberties of United States citizens and lawful permanent residents.
paris/îlede-france
poland
(9) Certain governments, including the United Kingdom, Canada, and
portugal
Australia have significant experience with homegrown terrorism and the
romania
United States can benefit from lessons learned by those nations.
russia
scotland
sverige
Section 899C calls for a commission on the prevention of violent
switzerland
radicalization and ideologically based violence. The commission will consist
thessaloniki
of ten members appointed by various individuals that hold different
toulouse
ukraine
positions in government. Essentially, this is a commission that will
united
examine and report on how they are going to deal with violent
kingdom
radicalization and homegrown terrorism. So basically, the commission is
valencia
being formed specifically on how to deal with thought criminals in the
west
vlaanderen United States. The bill requires that the commission submit their final
latin
america
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report 18 months following the commission’s first meeting as well as
submit interim reports every 6 months leading up to the final report.
Below is the bill’s defined purpose of the commission. Amazingly they even
define one of the purposes of the commission to determine the causes of
lone wolf violent radicalization.
(b) Purpose- The purposes of the Commission are the following:
(1) Examine and report upon the facts and causes of violent radicalization,
homegrown terrorism, and ideologically based violence in the United
States, including United States connections to non-United States persons
and networks, violent radicalization, homegrown terrorism, and
ideologically based violence in prison, individual or lone wolf’ violent
radicalization, homegrown terrorism, and ideologically based violence, and
other faces of the phenomena of violent radicalization, homegrown
terrorism, and ideologically based violence that the Commission considers
important.
(2) Build upon and bring together the work of other entities and avoid
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(2) Build upon and bring together the work of other entities and avoid
unnecessary duplication, by reviewing the findings, conclusions, and
recommendations of–
(A) the Center of Excellence established or designated under section
899D, and other academic work, as appropriate;
(B) Federal, State, local, or tribal studies of, reviews of, and experiences
with violent radicalization, homegrown terrorism, and ideologically based
violence; and
(C) foreign government studies of, reviews of, and experiences with
violent radicalization, homegrown terrorism, and ideologically based
violence.

united
states
arizona
arkansas
Section 899D of the bill establishes a Center of Excellence for the Study of
atlanta
austin
Violent Radicalization and Homegrown Terrorism in the United States.
baltimore
Essentially, this will be a Department of Homeland Security affiliated
big muddy
binghamtoninstitution that will study and determine how to defeat thought criminals.
boston
buffalo
Section 899E of the bill discusses how the government is going to defeat
charlottesville
violent radicalization and homegrown terrorism through international
chicago
cleveland cooperation. As stated in the findings section earlier in the legislation,
colorado
they will unquestionably seek the advice of countries with draconian police
columbus
states like the United Kingdom to determine how to deal with this growing
danbury,
threat of thought crime.
ct
dc
hawaii
Possibly the most ridiculous section of the bill is Section 899F which states
houston
how they plan on protecting civil rights and civil liberties while preventing
hudson
ideologically based violence and homegrown terrorism. Here is what the
mohawk
idaho
section says.
ithaca
kansas
SEC. 899F. PROTECTING CIVIL RIGHTS AND CIVIL LIBERTIES WHILE
city
la
PREVENTING IDEOLOGICALLY-BASED VIOLENCE AND HOMEGROWN
madison
TERRORISM.
maine
miami
michigan (a) In General- The Department of Homeland Security’s efforts to prevent
milwaukee ideologically-based violence and homegrown terrorism as described herein
minneapolis/st.
shall not violate the constitutional rights, civil rights, and civil liberties of
paul
United States citizens and lawful permanent residents.
new
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new
hampshire
new jersey (b) Commitment to Racial Neutrality- The Secretary shall ensure that the
new
activities and operations of the entities created by this subtitle are in
mexico
compliance with the Department of Homeland Security’s commitment to
new
orleans
racial neutrality.
north
carolina
(c) Auditing Mechanism- The Civil Rights and Civil Liberties Officer of the
north
texas
Department of Homeland Security will develop and implement an auditing
nyc
mechanism to ensure that compliance with this subtitle does not result in
oklahoma
a disproportionate impact, without a rational basis, on any particular race,
omaha
philadelphiaethnicity, or religion and include the results of its audit in its annual report
pittsburgh to Congress required under section 705.’.
portland
richmond
rochester (b) Clerical Amendment- The table of contents in section 1(b) of such Act
rogue
is amended by inserting at the end of the items relating to title VIII the
valley
following:
saint louis
san diego
It states in the first subsection that in general the efforts to defeat
san
francisco
thought crime shall not violate the constitutional rights, civil rights and
san
civil liberties of the United States citizens and lawful permanent residents.
francisco
How does this protect constitutional rights if they use vague language such
bay area
santa
as in general that prefaces the statement? This means that the
barbara
Department of Homeland Security does not have to abide by the
santa cruz,
Constitution in their attempts to prevent so called homegrown terrorism.
ca
seattle
tallahassee-This bill is completely insane. It literally allows the government to define
red hills
any and all crimes including thought crime as violent radicalization and
tampa bay
tennessee homegrown terrorism. Obviously, this legislation is unconstitutional on a
urbananumber of levels and it is clear that all 404 representatives who voted in
champaign favor of this bill are traitors and should be removed from office
utah
immediately. The treason spans both political parties and it shows us all
vermont
that there is no difference between them. The bill will go on to the Senate
virginia
beach
and will likely be passed and signed into the law by George W. Bush.
western
Considering that draconian legislation like the Patriot Act and the Military
mass
worcester Commissions Act have already been passed, there seems little question

that this one will get passed as well. This is more proof that our country
sold out by a group of traitors at all levels of

west asia has been completely
armenia
government.
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